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Abstract
Semi-structured clinical interviews are frequently used diagnos-
tic tools for identifying depression during an assessment phase.
In addition to the lexical content of a patient’s responses, multi-
modal cues concurrent with the responses are indicators of their
motor and cognitive state, including those derivable from their
voice quality and gestural behaviour. In this paper, we use in-
formation from different modalities in order to train a classifier
capable of detecting the binary state of a subject (clinically de-
pressed or not), as well as the level of their depression. We
propose a model that is able to perform modality fusion incre-
mentally after each word in an utterance using a time-dependent
recurrent approach in a deep learning set-up. To mitigate noisy
modalities, we utilize fusion gates that control the degree to
which the audio or visual modality contributes to the final pre-
diction. Our results show the effectiveness of word-level mul-
timodal fusion, achieving state-of-the-art results in depression
detection and outperforming early feature-level and late fusion
techniques.
Index Terms: depression, recurrent neural networks, computa-
tional paralinguistics, modality fusion, gestural behaviour, lexi-
cal content

1. Introduction
The automatic diagnosis of depression has gained popularity in
recent years: depression has a high degree of public prevalence
and is one of the most serious forms of disability worldwide
[1]. Diagnosis and assessment for depression is generally based
around the judgement of clinicians, and commonly uses semi-
structured interviews, guided by predetermined sets of topics,
in a clinical set-up.

Depression causes cognitive and motor changes that affect
speech production: reduction in verbal activity productivity,
prosodic speech irregularities and monotonous speech have all
been shown to be symptomatic of depression [2]. Depressed pa-
tients’ spectral-based features have been observed as changing
noticeably in depressive states [3]. Their affective state is also
influenced by the condition, indicated through prosodic features
[4]. However despite several factors being mildly predictive of
a depressive state, it has been claimed that because of the innate
differences in speaking manner, no single feature on its own has
enough discriminatory power as an indicator of depression [5].

Paralinguistic nonverbal cues have been used as depression
markers in clinical sessions. Depressed patients exhibit less
facial expressivity [6] and less frequent mouth movement [7].
They are more likely to have impaired attention and keep mu-
tual gaze less frequently [8], turn away their gaze and turn their
heads down [6]. In addition to nonverbal behavior, linguistic
analysis displays important depression indicators. The lexical
content of a patient’s utterances in clinical interviews has been
shown to be effective in detecting depression [9]. Considering

the broad clinical outline of depression, it seems that there are
significant benefits to be gained from a multimodal approach
to detecting depression, integrating features from sets of verbal
and nonverbal channels of communication.

2. Previous work on depression and
cognitive state detection

Recent experimental work has explored the automatic analy-
sis of depression from multimodal data. There has been work
on building systems that classify severity of depression using
a wide range of multimodal features. Publicly available mul-
timodal depression datasets, which are collections of clinical
interviews, have provided an opportunity to explore a range of
experiments on detecting depression. Most current approaches
use either early feature-level fusion whereby features from the
different modalities are combined into a new feature set for
classification, or late prediction-based fusion whereby separate
classifiers are trained on each modality to predict the depression
state and the the output of those classifiers are combined into a
single prediction. Meng et al. use Partial Least Square (PLS) re-
gression for predicting depression based on each modality and
apply a late fusion method for the final prediction [10]. Yu et
al. propose a multimodal Hidden Conditional Random Fields
(HCRF) model considering question and response pairs [11].
Along the same line, Gong et al. combine topic modeling of
question/answer of the interviews with multi-modal text, audio,
and video features to predict depression levels [12]. Yang et
al. use manually selected features as input into a Deep Convo-
lutional Neural Network (DCNN). The learned features are fed
to a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to predict the severity of de-
pression [13].

In terms of the communicative features which aid depres-
sion detection, lexical features from the interviewer’s utterances
are shown to be an informative feature for depression in a mul-
timodal classification task with a staircase Gaussian approach
[14]. There has also been work on modelling unimodal sequen-
tial input for depression detection. Ma et al. propose an au-
dio based method for depression classification using Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) networks for a higher level audio representation [15].
Sun et al. present a unimodal random forest method based on the
question/answer characteristics of the interview sessions [16].

Nasir et al. consider the temporal nature of audio/visual
modalities using a window-based representation of the features
instead of the more common approach of frame-level analy-
sis [17]. Utilizing complementary information from text and
audio features, Alhanai et al. proposed a model in which two
LSTM branches, one per modality, are integrated via a feed-
forward network [18]. However, while this work tries to pre-
dict depression based on late or early fusion methods [10, 12]
or the sequential nature of their inputs [17, 18], learning the
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time-dependent relationships between language, visual and au-
dio features in detecting depression is still unexplored.

In other related tasks using multimodal fusion to predict a
cognitive state, there has been work on combining temporal in-
formation from two or more modalities in a recurrent approach
in audio/visual emotion classification [19] and image captioning
tasks [20]. This work demonstrated the ability to learn compli-
cated decision boundaries that other models with different fu-
sion methods have difficulty handling [21]. One major problem
these models have is dealing with the different predictive power
of each modality and their different levels and types of noise.
Adding gating mechanisms has been shown to be effective in
dealing with the level of contribution of each modality to the
final prediction in different multimodal tasks [22, 23].

Our approach is motivated by some of the recent efforts
in multimodal fusion for classifying cognitive states to capture
the interaction between modalities in detecting depression and
maximise the use and combination of each modality. In this
paper we propose a word-level multimodal fusion with a sim-
ple gating mechanism in a time-dependent recurrent framework,
and compare it with early and late fusion techniques.

3. Proposed Approach: Word-level
multimodal fusion with gating

To predict the severity of depression based on learning multi-
modal representations, we explore three techniques for fusion:
early, late and a model-based approach in which optimal fusion
is learned using a neural network. We explore the use of a gat-
ing mechanism to learn how best to filter the visual and auditory
modalities’ effect on lexical information.

3.1. Pre-processing: Forced Alignment for word timings

An essential part of multimodal representation is to model the
inter-modality dynamics: to properly learn the time-dependent
interactions between language, visual and audio features and
integrate them using timestamps. While in a live system we
would use time-stamps from a speech recognizer, for this proof-
of-concept study we perform offline forced alignment between
text, audio and visual features to get the precise time-stamp of
every uttered word. At every time-step, we align words with
their matching audio time interval using the Penn Phonetics Lab
Forced Aligner (P2FA) [24]. P2FA is a tool that can be applied
to align transcriptions to audio files, phoneme by phoneme.
Upon manual inspection the forced alignment was performed
with high enough accuracy for the fusion study in this paper.

3.2. Gating Mechanism

Data from the three modalities have different effects on the final
output and it is important to consider the amount of noise when
aggregating them into a representation. Since learned represen-
tation for the text can be undermined by corresponding visual
and audio modalities, we need to alleviate the effects of noise
and overlap during multimodal fusion. One way to overcome
this problem is to go beyond naive concatenation of vectors rep-
resenting either the features themselves, or predictions derived
from them, and control the degree to which, the audio and vi-
sual data contribute to the final prediction using a simple gating
mechanism.

We utilize feed-forward highway layers [25], with gating
units which learn to regulate information flow through the net-
work by weighting visual and audio inputs at each time-step.

Figure 1: Word-level multimodal fusion with gating.

Each highway layer comprises two non-linear transforms: a
Carry (Cr) and a Transform (Tr) gate which define the degree
to which the output is created by transforming the input and
carrying it (how much information should move forward or be
changed in successive training epochs). Each layer controls its
input vector Dt using the gates and a feed-forward layer H:

y = Tr ·H + Cr ·Dt (1)

where Cr is simply defined as 1− Tr, giving:

y = Tr ·H + (1− Tr) ·Dt (2)

The transform gate Tr is defined as σ(WTrDt + bTr), where
WTr is the weight matrix and bTr the bias vector for the gates.
Based on the outputs of the transform gates, highway layers can
change their performance from layers made of multiple units
to layers which only pass their inputs through. As inspired by
[25] and to help overcome long-term dependencies earlier in
learning, we initialize bTr with a negative value (biased towards
the Carry gate). We use a block of stacked highway layers.

3.3. Model Architecture

We set our model up to learn the most useful interactions be-
tween modalities for predicting depression. To achieve this,
feature vectors from the three modalities are concatenated to
create the input Dt to a word-level LSTM at each time-step
t. The overall architecture of our LSTM with Gating model is
shown in Figure 1. The gating mechanism is first applied to
the audio and visual feature input vectors Da

t and Dv
t which

are passed through N highway layers (where the best value N
is determined from optimizing on heldout data) before being
concatenated with the current word embedding Dw

t to form the
input vector to the LSTM network. After training our LSTM
with gating, the resulting Mean Absolute Error (MAE) loss is
used as the signal for training our highway layers, employing
the REINFORCE rule [26] in a similar way to [27].

Fusion comparison. In addition to testing the effect of us-
ing full multi-modality as described compared to combinations
of two modalities and single modalities, and also investigat-
ing the effect of the gating mechanism, we also compare our
model-based fusion technique to two commonly used fusion
techniques: early (i.e., feature-based) and late (i.e., decision-
based) fusion. In early fusion we integrate features right after
extraction (by concatenating them), passing the concatenated
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feature vector as input into the LSTM. The late fusion classifier
obtains unimodal decision values from three different LSTMs,
one for each modality, and then combines their decisions using
a weighting mechanism for the final prediction.

4. Experiments
Data. We experiment with datasets from the publicly avail-
able Distress Analysis Interview Corpus - Wizard of Oz (DAIC-
WOZ) with audio, text transcripts and visual features [28]. The
DAIC dataset contains clinical interviews, conducted by an an-
imated virtual agent. The training, development, and test sets
contain 107, 35, and 47 subjects and the state of the subjects
is evaluated based on the PHQ-8 metric [29]. The PHQ-8 as-
sessment rates the severity of symptoms detected in depression,
like anxiety, insomnia and agitation to assign a score to a pa-
tient based on their level of depression. In addition to binary
state of subjects, we predict different degrees of depression at
the subject level on the designated test set. The level of de-
pression ranges from 0 to 24 with the range 0-4 regarded as not
depressed, 5-9, 10-14 and 15-19 as moderate and 20+ as severe.

4.1. Multimodal features

Lexical Features from Text A Pre-trained GloVe model [30]
with a 300-dimensional embedding space was used to extract
the lexical feature representations from the transcript. We con-
vert the sequences of responses into word vectors, without con-
sidering the queries that led to the responses.1

Audio Features A set of audio features are extracted us-
ing the COVAREP acoustic analysis framework software [31].
The features include 12 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs), voiced/unvoiced segmentation and pitch tracking
[32], peak slope and maximal dispersion quotients, glottal
source parameters (using glottal inverse filtering of GCI syn-
chronous IAIF) [33] and shape parameter of the Liljencrants-
Fant model of glottal pulse dynamics [34]. These audio fea-
tures are extracted based on various attributes of human voice
that have been shown to be helpful in detecting depression [5].
Since words are the fundamental units of the input in our mod-
els, the interval duration of each word is used as a time interval
for capturing these features for each input step. The values for
each 10ms frame are averaged to make a single vector for the
current word’s duration.

Visual Features The visual features are frame-level (20ms
window, 10ms shift), provided with the DAIC dataset. They
are extracted using the library OpenFace [35] which includes
estimates of head position, head rotation, 68 facial landmark
locations, gaze tracking, facial action units (FAUs) and HOG
features [36]. As with the audio, the average of the frame-level
features of the interval duration of each word are used as the
visual modality information.

4.2. Implementation and Metrics

All of the experiments are performed without conditioning on
speaker identity. The layer sizes and the learning rates are deter-
mined using grid search on validation data. The N for Highway
networks is an additional hyperparameter required over stan-
dard recurrent deep approaches, and 3 was found to be the op-
timal value. The LSTM models have 128 hidden nodes and
are trained using ADAM [37] with learning rate 0.0001. The

1Note this differs to [14] who found the interviewer’s questions to
contain highly predictive features.

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) from the ground-truth PHQ-8 as-
sessment scores for each subject is used as the loss function.

For binary classification of depression, we report precision
and F1 score and for the PHQ-8 numeric rating accuracy we
report the MAE and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

4.3. Baseline Models

We compare the performance of our models to the following
four models that use the DAIC dataset whose approaches are
related to our work: (i) the DAIC baseline with an ensemble of
features in a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model which was
provided with the dataset [28]; (ii) Gong et al. which uses an
ensemble of features with an approach based on topic-modeling
[12], (iii) Alhanai et al.’s alternative deep learning model which
uses two LSTMs (audio-based and text-based) and a final feed-
forward network to model sequences of interactions for de-
tecting depression [18]; (iv) Williamson et al. which performs
topic-dependent fusion scoring on text, audio and video [14].

5. Results

Table 1: Result of the depression classification experiments with
our models against state-of-the-art competitors

Model Features F1 Prec. MAE RMSE
Baselines
DAIC Baseline [28] Audio+Visual - - 5.66 7.05
Gong et al. [12] Text+Audio+Visual 0.60 - 3.96 4.99
Alhanai et al. [18] Text 0.66 0.70 5.09 6.11
Alhanai et al. [18] Text+Audio 0.75 0.72 5.02 6.04
Williamson et al. [14] Text 0.67 0.74 3.82 5.06
Williamson et al. [14] Text+Audio+Visual 0.70 0.78 3.84 5.23
Our Models
LSTM Text 0.69 0.68 4.98 6.05
LSTM Text+Audio 0.67 0.68 5.18 6.40
LSTM Text+Audio+Visual 0.67 0.63 5.29 6.68
LSTM with Gating Text+Audio 0.80 0.78 3.66 5.14
LSTM with Gating Text+Audio+Visual 0.81 0.80 3.61 4.99

In Table 1, we present our proposed word-level fusion
model’s performance against that of baselines and previous
state-of-the-art models on depression detection on the provided
test set. For detecting depression, our proposed word-level fu-
sion LSTM model with gating achieves an F1 score of 0.81 and
MAE of 3.61, outperforming all the baselines. The overall re-
sults support our assumption that a model with gating mecha-
nisms can mitigate the errors and noise of individual modalities
most effectively.

The LSTM model with gating outperforms other multi-
modal and single modality depression detection models in both
binary and multi-class classification tasks. There is a signifi-
cant performance boost by integrating textual and audio modal-
ities with gating over not using it (F1 0.80 vs. 0.69; MAE 3.66
vs. 4.98). Adding visual features improves the performance de-
spite the fact that word-alignment models cannot be easily used
to combine frame-level visual information due to the fact the
relatively slow frame rate from the visual information does not
allow consistent overlap with the input word’s duration (F1 0.81
vs. 0.69; MAE 3.61 vs. 3.66). The text features are highly infor-
mative for depression classification on their own, and without
the appropriate fusion techniques the performance level can in
fact decrease: integrating other modalities without gating con-
trol led to a slightly worse performance in our experiments (F1
scores 0.67 vs. 0.69; MAE 5.29 vs. 4.98).

In terms of our competitor baselines, while [18] and [14]’s
multimodal classifiers performed better than all the unimodal
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Table 2: Depression classification results using Unimodal fea-
tures

Model F1 Prec. MAE RMSE
LSTM with Lexical Features 0.69 0.68 4.98 6.05
LSTM with Audio Features 0.66 0.71 5.21 6.44
LSTM with Visual Features 0.59 0.63 5.38 6.72

models, showing some useful fusion, we note that they both
utilized utterance-level fusion and ignored the time-scale asso-
ciations, meaning that these models may not function word-
by-word incrementally. For integration into any live system,
we suggest incremental processing is vital. Furthermore, our
model outperforms models without utilizing the topic/context
of questions and sequences of responses [12, 14] and the model
with word-level audio features achieves better F1 and MAE per-
formance in comparison to Alhanai et al. [18] that uses set of
higher-order statistics as audio features for each individual’s
response. This indicates the potential advantages of an incre-
mental word-level structure over employing global information
across different time scales, without needing look-ahead for
utterance-global or dialogue-global features. The model we
proposed, utilizing sequence of utterances and trying to cap-
ture important temporal interactions, without conditioning on
the topic of the query, performs better than [14]’s state-of-the-
art baselines with context/topic modeling (F1 0.81 vs. 0.70 and
MAE 3.61 vs. 3.84).

5.1. Fusion Analysis

Text is the most influential modality in detecting depression in
a word-level structure in this dataset. From Table 2, we can
see the performance of our LSTM models across modalities.
Using only the text modality gives a better depression predic-
tion than utilizing unimodal audio and visual modalities sequen-
tially. Adding modalities to the LSTM with text without gating
does not lead to improvement. Utilizing more modalities even
results in worse performance in both MAE and F1 compared
to unimodal LSTM with lexical features alone (Table 1). The
audio and visual modalities can negatively impact the model’s
performance if word-level multimodal fusion is not controlled.

Our models, integrating multimodal features for each word,
show improvement over Alhanai et al. [18] which attempted to
find optimal input parameters for each modality, showing the
potential advantages of a word-level time-dependent approach
with effective fusion. When we employ gating, Table 1 indi-
cates that more input modalities leads to better results in both
F1 and MAE. We assume that the LSTM with gating succeeds
in dealing with features in different contexts conveying differ-
ent information at different rates and contributing different parts
of the overall representation in the network. While the lexical
content of the subjects’ responses is clearly a strong indicator of
depression in this dataset, the acoustic quality of each word is
also indicative of depression, and visual information based on
the bodily movement of the subject concurrent with their words
also helps depression classification, albeit less markedly. While
our simple technique of capturing information over word du-
rations works well here, in future work we will explore more
principled ways of capturing gesture/bodily movement data be-
fore its combination with lexical and acoustic data.

In terms of fusion techniques, the results in Table 3 show
the model-based fusion method, designed to perform multi-
modal fusion within the network’s architecture, obtains the

Table 3: Depression classification results of systems with differ-
ent fusion techniques

Fusion Method F1 Prec. MAE RMSE
Early Fusion 0.67 0.63 5.29 6.68
Late Fusion with Weighting 0.70 0.78 3.92 5.86
Model-Based Fusion 0.81 0.80 3.61 4.99

highest performance. It benefits from observing temporal mul-
timodal information and the ability to train both the multimodal
representation and the fusion component simultaneously. The
late fusion model performs better than the early fusion method
(F1 0.70 vs. 0.67 and MAE 3.92 vs. 5.29) with the precision
close to the model-based methods (Prec. 0.78 vs. 0.80). Late fu-
sion approaches have the advantage of interpretability in terms
of showing which modality is given the highest weight in the
input, but they do not make use of the possible dependencies be-
tween modalities in real-time communication. Early fusion only
needs one model for all modalities, making it the easiest and
fastest method for training, however the network is not learning
from the large heterogeneous input vector as effectively as the
model-based version.

6. Conclusion
We have presented a model that learns the indicators of depres-
sion from audio and visual modalities as well as lexical informa-
tion in transcript texts. We utilized word-level multimodal fu-
sion with feed-forward highway layers as a gating mechanism.
Our principal motivation is to capture inter-modal dynamics in
a joint multimodal representation. Our model outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods in both binary and numeric depression
classification tasks.

In future work we intend to analyze the interactions be-
tween different modalities as the predictors of depression as
they occur in real time. Monitoring the multimodal fusion af-
ter each word could help highlight informative moments that
contribute more to the prediction of depression, which could
in turn have several clinical applications for psychiatric practi-
tioners in helping further understand symptoms of depression
during interaction. Furthermore, we intend to undertake a more
principled approach to the visual modality in terms of extract-
ing bodily action sequences from motion capture data, which
in turn interact with the verbal behaviour to give multimodal
meaning.
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